Long-term prognostic value of stress myocardial perfusion imaging and coronary computed tomography angiography: A meta-analysis.
We conducted a meta-analysis to compare the long-term prognostic value of stress single-photon emission computed tomography myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) and coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA) for adverse cardiovascular events in subjects with suspected or known coronary artery disease. We searched PubMed, Cochrane, Web of Science, and Scopus database between January 2000 and December 2014 for stress MPI and CCTA studies that followed up ≥ 100 subjects for ≥ 2.5 years and provided the unadjusted and/or adjusted hazard ratio (HR) at Cox regression analysis. Summary risk estimates for abnormal perfusion at MPI or ≥ 50% coronary stenosis at CCTA were derived in random effect regression analysis, and causes of heterogeneity were determined in meta-regression analysis. We identified 21 eligible articles (10 MPI and 11 CCTA) including 25,258 participants (13,484 in MPI and 11,774 in CCTA studies) with suspected or known coronary artery disease. Among the included publications, 8 MPI and 8 CCTA studies reported the HR for the occurrence of hard events (death and nonfatal myocardial infarction). The pooled HR was comparable for MPI and CCTA studies. The HR for the occurrence of a combined endpoint including revascularization as event was reported in 4 MPI and 6 CCTA studies. The pooled HR was higher for CCTA compared to MPI (P < .05) also when only MPI and CCTA studies with limited representation of prior CAD were considered. The long-term prognostic value of MPI and CCTA for the occurrence of hard events is similar. However, the association between event-free survival and CCTA is higher than MPI when coronary revascularization is included in the endpoint.